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BELGIAN PAVILION, DUBAI, UAE

BESIX GROUP, ROYAL
PURVEYOR IN DUBAI

A royal purveyor
deserves a royal visit

THE GREAT EXHIBITION HELD IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE IN HYDE PARK, LONDON IN 1851 IS WIDELY
CONSIDERED AS THE FIRST OFFICIAL WORLD EXPO IN HISTORY. CONCEPTUALIZED BY ALBERT, PRINCE
CONSORT TO THE BRITISH QUEEN VICTORIA, THE GREAT EXHIBITION, HELD TO SHOWCASE THE
INVENTIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION, WAS A COLOSSAL SUCCESS WITH AMONG ITS GUESTS
ILLUSTRIOUS NAMES SUCH AS CHARLES DARWIN, KARL MARX, CHARLOTTE BRONTË, CHARLES
DICKENS, LEWIS CARROLL AND ALFRED TENNYSON. 170 YEARS LATER, DUBAI HOSTS THE EXPO2020
THEMED ‘CONNECTING MINDS, CREATING THE FUTURE’. THE PAVILIONS ARE CENTERED AROUND
THREE MAIN FOCAL POINTS: SUSTAINABILITY, MOBILITY AND OPPORTUNITY. FOR BESIX GROUP, THIS
PARTICULAR WORLD EXPO WAS THE IDEAL MOMENT TO SHINE AS ROYAL PURVEYOR, NOT ONLY TO
ITS HOME COUNTRY BELGIUM, BUT ALSO FRANCE AND THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. LET’S TAKE A
CLOSER LOOK.

BESIX Group supports
circularity
With both countries focusing heavily
on circularity and sustainability
regarding their pavilions, BESIX built
both buildings in such a way that
they can be easily dismantled and
reassembled elsewhere. In doing this,
BESIX is tracing its own footsteps as
the company also reassembled the
Belgian Pavilion it had built for the Milan
World Expo in 2015 on top of the Citadel
of Namur, Belgium. While “The Green
Arch” is still looking for a new home,
the French Pavilion is already planned
to be dismantled and reassembled in
Toulouse, France, where it will house
the National Centre for Space Studies,
Cnes.

FRENCH PAVILION, DUBAI, UAE

Business review

SIX CONSTRUCT, ROYAL PURVEYOR OF
THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
After celebrating its presence of more than 50 years in the
United Arab Emirates, and delivering a slew of iconic projects
during those 5 decades, BESIX Group was again awarded
a contract in 2017 for a highly visible project in Dubai. Via
its Middle Eastern subsidiary Six Construct, the Group was
entrusted the infrastructural works for the event site for
Dubai EXPO2020, in joint venture with long-term partner
Orascom Construction. In a little under two years, the teams
built an entirely new district that would host up to 300,000
visitors per day on a surface of 4.38 km², which corresponds
to 620 football fields. The scope included irrigation and
sewerage, pipes and cabling, roads, electricity and water and
telecommunications ducting.

ONE CONTRACTOR, TWO PAVILIONS
After having completed the infrastructure for the event, BESIX
Group was able to announce in 2019 that it was building
not one, but two pavilions for the World Expo: the “Lights,
Enlightenment” pavilion for France and Belgium’s “The Green
Arch”. Both pavilions were supposed to be ready for the
opening of the World Expo in October 2020, but works were
halted due to the delay caused by the global health crisis.
One year later, in October 2021, the 192 pavilions were finally
able to welcome visitors from all across the globe.
The Belgian Pavilion was located in the mobility district and
aimed to be exemplary in terms of sustainable development.
It was an ode to regenerative circular economy, to biobased
and geo sourced materials, to the integration of bioclimatic
rules and renewable energies, as well as to the preservation
of biodiversity and nature. Both the design, the construction
as well as the day-to-day operation of the pavilion depended
highly on solar energy. Belgian architect duo ASSAR
ARCHITECTS and Vincent Callebaut Architectures combined
intensive greenery and futuristic design in solid wood to
achieve the perfect look. In keeping with the pavilion’s pledge
to sustainability, all used wood was responsibly sourced from
specific locations in Europe and the necessary quantities were
meticulously monitored by using detailed geometry on site as
well as the latest BIM 3D technology for wood fabrication. The
result was a building supported by two pillars, a façade of solid

On the Belgian Day at the Dubai World
Expo in the United Arab Emirates,
King Philippe of Belgium and Queen
Mathilde of Belgium honoured the
Belgian Pavilion with a visit. During their
visit, BEGIX Group, the Belgian trade
unions FGTB and CSC, and the Building
and Wood Worker’s International (BWI)
officially handed over the ‘Declaration
for Safe and Healthy Workplaces’. The
declaration, signed by BESIX Group,
FGTB, CSC and BWI, proclaims health
and safety at work as a fundamental
right. By handing it over to the Belgian
government, represented by Mrs.
Sophie Wilmès, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Mr.
Pierre-Yves Dermagne, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of the Economy
and Employment, BESIX Group and the
unions ask to recognize its contents
which will lead to the implementation
of better working conditions for all on a
global scale.

wood, and an arch allowing visitors to walk under the building
to an agora providing shade from the Middle Eastern sun.
Also located in the mobility district and separated from the
Belgian pavilion only by neighbor Thailand, the French pavilion
reflects the commitment of the French Republic to be an
actor of change for an ambitious ecological transition. This
is reflected, for example, in the choice of materials and a
circular approach, considerably limiting the building's carbon
footprint. An important part of the energy consumed by the
pavilion was solar, captured by the 2,500 m² of solar tiles
integrated into its façade. A micro wastewater treatment plant
recycled the wastewater and supplied the watering network
and sanitary facilities. In doing so, potable water needs
were reduced by 30% in a region where water resources
are precious. In addition to its eco-building qualities, the
French Pavilion featured various technical feats, including a
spectacular 1,800 m² interior façade. Architects Atelier Perez
Prado and Celnikier & Grabli Architects added a panoramic
terrace also offered a unique view of the Expo site, while the
common shelter at the entrance protected visitors from high
desert temperatures while queuing in front of the pavilion to
enter it.
In conclusion, BESIX Group is immensely proud to have been
able to contribute two pavilions and the event infrastructure
to Dubai’s EXPO 2020 and to have given the over 18 million
visitors of the exposition a fantastic day in doing so!

